All life in Yedo is familiar to the teeming streets. All the charming
children seem to be playing there. Exuberance is beauty.
And there is laughter in Yedo—always laughter. Always too the sound
of the scraping dogs. Always these weird calls and cries of street vendors.
Always snatches of weird song and strange animal cries. Japanese music
seems to us an animal cry. At night—the mysteries of Silence deepen.
Song-like sounds that might be—but are not—made by the wind are
everywhere. The nasal twang of samisen-strings punctures it all at inter-
vals. And the sweet wail of flutes comes to us like lovely coloured ribbons
of sound from the private family gardens behind the shop. Heard over all
this staccato as running accompaniment to this festival for the eyes is the
ceaseless crescendo and diminuendo of the measured, scraping sound made
by innumerable geta in the gravelled street of the thronging city—a con-
tinuous diapason to an obbligato of far-off cries—like strange animals
calling to each other. The ripple of soprano laughter and the glad voices
nearby are reassuring.
But see everywhere warm family affection. True contentment. The
night life of Yedo meantime is industry even until midnight, wherever
there is light to see by. This strange night-scene is always pervaded by
ceaseless quiet movement. Wherever the fascinating red and white paper
lanterns glow, deep shadows quiver and hover around, for Yedo is not
bright at night. All is subdued like some modern society-woman's red-
shaded drawing-room, and the streets are as orderly, mannerly and dean
as her carpets.
All the human figures of this scene are so simply robed. They may bey
as simply, unrobed.
And the life of Yedo swarms with a perpetual swarming.
But, within, behind the shopfronts, all is repose. Ebadly, glowing,
humane and homely repose. And yet, at night, behind all the softly glow-
ing lights of the gently swinging lanterns with their mysterious messages
and the lambent flambeaux of open shops there is always this undergrowth
of dark and of mystery. A group of sinister, black-robed, double-sworded
figures come with black hoods on their heads, swords alongside that make
all other swords seem innocuous, as they pass by us again: gallant strides,
reckless swagger. Such side and style would make Fifth Avenue gasp.
Adventurous Samurai are abroad! Here come now enormous, bulky,
brutal figures but with such kindly faces. Their long black hair is brushed
back high from the forehead. They are the giant strong-men and are fol-
lowed by several attendants and shuffling of adoring crowds. The bulk of
several Japanese is in any one of these: they are the Sumo or professional
wrestlers bredinToMo for that purpose alone and for many centuries. When
famous, the Sumo, too, are celebrated by the prints. To inbreed human
beings for a special purpose as we breed horses! Yes, they did it.
See those elegant figures? They are the Komuso, aristocratic street
adventurers. Faces concealed by huge bell-shaped head-cover of woven
straw, going about with short-swords stuck in their belts.
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